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The Pain of Manual Data Entry

Manual data entry in the title industry can be a tedious 

and time-consuming process. Title professionals often 

find themselves buried under piles of paperwork, 

struggling to keep up with the demands of their job. 

Inaccurate data entry can lead to costly errors and 

delays, causing frustration for both employees and 

customers.

Imagine spending hours entering data into a system, 

only to realize that you made a mistake and have to start 

all over again. This is a common occurrence in the title 

industry and can lead to lost productivity and decreased 

morale. Additionally, manual data entry can be prone to 

human error, leading to mistakes that can have serious 

consequences.



The Solution: Automated Data 

Entry

Automated data entry is the solution to the pain of 

manual data entry in the title industry. By using 

advanced technology such as OCR (Optical Character 

Recognition) and machine learning algorithms, title 

professionals can streamline their workflow and reduce 

errors.

With automated data entry, documents are scanned and 

processed quickly and accurately, freeing up valuable 

time for title professionals to focus on other important 

tasks. Additionally, automated data entry can improve 

customer satisfaction by reducing turnaround times and 

increasing accuracy.



Benefits of Automated Data Entry

Automated data entry offers numerous benefits to the 

title industry. Firstly, it increases efficiency by reducing 

the time and effort required for manual data entry. This 

leads to faster turnaround times and increased 

productivity.

Secondly, automated data entry reduces errors, which 

can have a significant impact on the title industry. Errors 

in data entry can lead to delays, legal issues, and 

decreased customer satisfaction. By reducing errors, 

automated data entry can improve accuracy and overall 

quality of service.

Finally, automated data entry improves customer 

satisfaction by providing faster and more accurate 

service. Customers appreciate timely and accurate 

results, and this can lead to increased loyalty and repeat 

business.



How Automated Data Entry 

Works

Automated data entry works by using advanced 

technology such as OCR and machine learning 

algorithms. OCR technology allows computers to 

recognize text within images, such as scanned 

documents. Machine learning algorithms then analyze 

the text and make corrections as needed.

The process of automated data entry is quick and 

efficient, allowing title professionals to process large 

volumes of documents in a short amount of time. 

Additionally, automated data entry can be customized to 

meet the specific needs of each title company, making it 

a flexible and versatile solution.



Real-World Examples

Many title companies have already successfully 

implemented automated data entry technology. For 

example, a National Title Company has reduced title 

clearance time from 2-4 hours to just 20 minutes by 

automating how data is extracted and shared with other 

systems and workflows since implementing automated 

data entry.

Read the full case study here: 

https://axistechnical.com/case-study-national-title-

company/ 

https://axistechnical.com/case-study-national-title-company/


The Future of Data Entry in the 

Title Industry

The future of data entry in the title industry is bright. 

Emerging technologies such as blockchain and artificial 

intelligence are poised to revolutionize the way title 

professionals work.

Blockchain technology can provide secure and 

transparent record-keeping, while AI can help automate 

tasks and improve accuracy. These technologies will 

allow title professionals to work more efficiently and 

effectively, providing better service to their customers.


